Spatial and temporal patterns of growth and differentiation of cone oil droplets in the chick retina.
Avian cone photoreceptors have an oil droplet in the outer portion of their inner segment that acts as a long-pass cut-off filter between incident light and visual pigment. Chick cone droplets are mainly red, orange, yellow, green, and colorless, and the colors are due to three carotenoid pigments with characteristic absorption spectra. Little is known of the differentiation of this organelle, the natural marker of cones, and the little that is known is largely controversial. We used flat whole-mounts of fresh retinas to study the time and place of the appearance of droplets, their growth rates, the sequence of droplet color differentiation, and the spatial distribution of these colors. We show that droplet differentiation starts on embryonic Day 10 (E10) in a relatively small area above the optic nerve head. The differentiation spreads to the rest of the retina in a manner similar to that of photoreceptor neurogenesis, with three decreasing gradients of droplet size and color between E13-E20: from central to peripheral, dorsal to ventral, and temporal to nasal. The rate of growth of the droplets was not constant, but showed a maximum between E17 and postnatal Day 1 (P1) in most of the retinal zones. Color differentiation started at E16-E17, 5-6 days after their appearance, when the droplets were already of considerable size. Initially, all droplets were colorless, and then turned pale green or yellow to acquire progressively the mature colors. Differentiation ended in the whole retina by P15, with ventral droplets of larger diameter than dorsal ones, the peripheral ones generally larger than the central ones, and with the color distribution varying with the retinal area. Our results show that growth and color differentiation of the droplets is regulated temporally and spatially, and the cones complete differentiation at P15 rather than at prenatal stages, as is thought generally.